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Australians deserve a better kind
of politics and parliament they can
trust to act in the community’s best
interests.

An Integrity Pack for Members of
Australia’s 47th Parliament

The creation of a strong National
Integrity Commission to prevent,
detect and stop corruption

Transparency International Australia (TIA) is part of a global
movement, composed of more than 100 national Chapters worldwide.
We are united by our shared vision: a world in which government,
business, civil society and the daily lives of people are free of
corruption. Our work focuses on ways in which the Australian
Government and Australian-based companies and institutions can
address corruption issues, both in Australia and abroad.
transparency.org.au

Transparency International Australia, May 2022

INTRODUCTION

Let us help you make Australia’s Parliament a place
all citizens can trust is free of corruption.

The 47th Parliament presents a key opportunity
to enact integrity reforms the Australian people
have long been demanding and which featured
prominently in the 2022 election campaign.
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Transparency International’s Corruption
Perceptions Index shows Australia’s global
standing is in decline. Over this past decade our
corruption score has plummeted to its lowest
ever level.1 Meanwhile the Australian public’s
trust in government has reached its lowest level
on record.2

The creation of a strong
National Integrity
Commission to prevent,
detect and stop corruption

2

Stronger laws to stop
the flow of dirty money
across our borders, which
enriches criminals and
corrupt regimes while
impoverishing their
people and distorting our
economy

3

Greater transparency and
oversight over politicians
and political parties so
that we can ensure open,
trustworthy and fair
decision-making

Australia can and must do better. With key
integrity reforms, this federal parliament can
build a fairer, more open, and more accountable
system of government, where our elected
representatives stand up for the best interests of
all Australians.
This document highlights the key integrity
reforms our federal parliament must enact if we
are to build a more democratic Australia.
To rebuild the public’s trust and confidence
in our system of government, and restore
Australia’s global reputation, we propose the 47th
Parliament prioritise the following three issues.
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THE CHALLENGE OF
CORRUPTION
Transparency International defines corruption as the abuse
of entrusted power for private or political gain

It is too easy for corruption to take hold in
Australia when deals are made behind closed
doors, or projects are approved without public
consultation or adequate due diligence checks.
Corruption can thrive when money flows into
political parties with little transparency, and
taxpayer funds are spent without proper,
independent scrutiny.
As a consequence, public resources are wasted
for political ends, and the short-term private
interests of a few are put before the needs of
the Australian people. This undermines our
democracy, weakens regulatory oversight,
and enables political misconduct to thrive with
impunity. Fundamentally, corruption leads to poor
decisions, poor policies, and poor outcomes. This
can have devastating impacts on the community’s
wellbeing and our natural environment.

2

85%

of Australians believe
that at least some federal
members of parliament
are corrupt.3
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Australia’s global standing
Transparency International’s Corruption
Perceptions Index shows Australia’s global
standing is in decline. Over this past decade our
corruption score has plummeted to its lowest
level ever. Ten years ago, Australia ranked among
the world’s top ten least-corrupt countries. Since
2012, our score has dropped 12 points and our
rank has fallen 11 places down to 18th place.4

Australia has missed a huge
chance to correct our failing
anti-corruption reputation.
And this will likely continue to
fall unless integrity policies are
turned around

A lower score on Transparency International’s
Corruption Perceptions Index is correlated with
weaker democratic institutions, fewer civil
and political rights and poorer health systems.
Too often corruption and human rights
violations go hand-in-hand.5

Professor AJ Brown, Transparency
International Australia Board member,
The Conversation.6
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The economic impact of corruption
Corruption has a significant impact on
the economy. Research by the International
Monetary Fund found that a rise or fall in the
Corruption Perceptions Index has a correlating
impact on a country’s economic performance.7
This is because:
•

Corruption creates a drag on performance,
an obstacle to investment, and diminishes
inclusive growth – that is, ‘growth whose
benefits are widely shared across the
population’

•

Corruption can impact tax returns, both
through weaker economic performance
and through tax avoidance if people grow
increasingly distrustful of government

•

Public funds are wasted if they are directed to
projects for political or personal benefit, rather
than what is in the best interest of the whole
community

•

Investors, large and small, are less inclined to
fund initiatives if corruption poses a risk to
these investments

Melbourne University academic Tony Ward has
investigated multiple studies of the economic
impacts of corruption. He found that if Australia
had the same Corruption Perceptions Index
score as in 2012, it would enjoy GDP per capita
growth of 2.2% over the next few years instead of
Treasury’s forecast 1.6%. This extra 0.5% growth
would generate an extra 60,000 jobs a year.8
Professor Ward’s analysis suggests Australia’s
12-point decline is costing the Australian
economy some 0.5% of GDP, or $10 billion a
year.9

The importance of trust
Several surveys have pointed to declining public
trust in government. In a major study following
the 2019 federal election, 75% of Australians said
they did not have the confidence of their political
leaders and institutions.10 Three years later, the
latest Vote Compass found 85% of Australians
believe corruption is a problem.11
However, Transparency International Australia’s
public survey of perceptions of corruption,
conducted with Griffith University in 2018
and 2020, found that when people believe
the government is doing a good job tackling
corruption, their trust and confidence in the
performance of government is much stronger.12
Public trust and confidence in government can
be restored, if convincing anti-corruption reforms
are enacted to win that trust back.
4

Dozens of studies have
demonstrated the corrosive
economic effect of corruption,
and perceptions are almost as
important as reality in guiding
economic decisions.
Professor Tony Ward, the University of
Melbourne, The Conversation
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TIA CEO Serena Lillywhite told a 2021 Senate inquiry into money laundering, that ‘money laundering is not a faceless crime... it has
devastating impacts, both in Australia and overseas (...) It can reasonably be argued that it is driving up property prices in Australia
and locking many Australians out of owning their own home.” Quoted in The Guardian.16 [Photo: Tom Tumble / unsplash.com]

Transnational crime and corruption

The recent outbreak of war in the Ukraine has
shone a spotlight on corrupt, kleptocratic states
and what the rest of the world can do to block
their dirty money.
Imposing targeted financial sanctions on oligarchs
and corrupt individuals is one way that Australia
can help to stop the flow of dirty money. This
means we must ensure more robust due diligence
into the political connections, character and track
record of individuals seeking to do business in
Australia and stash their cash here. Establishing
a public register of beneficial owners – those who
ultimately benefit from businesses hidden behind
a veil of corporate structure secrecy – will help to
stem the flow of dirty money into Australia.
Whistleblowers in Australia have also exposed how
Australian registered businesses, casinos and even
government-funded agencies have facilitated the
flow of dirty money across our borders.
Corruption is not a victimless crime - much of this
dirty money is flowing out of poorer countries and
into the coffers of wealthy nations. This means we
are profiting from the foreign crime, corruption

and misconduct that robs people of their shared
national wealth.
Australia is a major destination of the world’s
dirty money. Loopholes in our system of laws and
corporate regulations allow criminals and corrupt
officials to game our system and launder money
through our lucrative real-estate market. Of the
$470 million worth of assets seized by the AFP
since 2019, more than half was in real estate.13
Australia has a poor track record when it comes
to enforcement and prosecution for the crime of
bribing foreign officials to benefit their business,
secure contracts, and fast-track approvals.14 To
date, there have been just three concluded foreign
bribery cases in Australia.15 There are ongoing
investigations, but clearly Australian government
agencies and businesses must do more to prevent,
detect and address foreign bribery, particularly
when doing business in corruption-prone
countries and sectors known to have corruption
risks, such as mining and infrastructure.
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THE SOLUTION
We can fix this.

Transparency International Australia’s research
shows us how we can build a stronger, fairer and
more accountable and transparent system of
government, and stop dirty money flowing across
Australian borders.
This means less wasted public funds, better
targeted infrastructure, more services for those
who need them, greater protection for our natural
environment and cultural heritage, and fewer
opportunities for criminals and well-connected
individuals to game the system.
Meanwhile, Australia can also play a greater
role in global efforts to stop transnational crime
and corruption. By closing the blind spots and
loopholes in our corporate regulatory system,
we can ensure Australian financial institutions
and markets don’t enable criminals and corrupt
officials.
The public’s overwhelming demand for
integrity reforms means the momentum is now
unstoppable.

With some targeted action to close the loopholes
on corruption, the 47th Parliament can achieve
a once-in-a-generation opportunity to make
Australia’s democracy stronger, more trusted and
more resilient; and contribute meaningfully to the
global community’s efforts to tackle corruption.

Let’s make Australia
a leading global voice
against corruption.
Let’s implement the prointegrity reforms that experts
and everyday Australians alike
have long been calling for,
and let’s work together with
the global community to stop
transnational corruption.
Serena Lillywhite, Transparency
International Australia CEO
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1
ENACT A STRONG NATIONAL
INTEGRITY COMMISSION
Australia needs a strong national integrity commission
with the power to hold the powerful to account.

After two decades of debate, Australia is close to
introducing a new agency for combatting federal
government corruption.
A new federal integrity commission is key to
creating a more accountable democracy. The
Australian Parliament now has the opportunity to
co-design a strong and effective agency that can
detect, stop and prevent corruption, and raise the
bar on acting with integrity.
Transparency International Australia were the first
to call for a national integrity commission in 2005,
and since then we have participated in multiple
parliamentary inquiries and consultations to
advise on the design of such an agency.

88%

of Australians support
a national integrity
commssion17

Australia’s national integrity commission must
be an independent and well-resourced statutory
agency, with a broad jurisdiction and the strong
investigative powers of a Royal Commission,
including the ability to hold public hearings.
7
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We are committed to helping the 47th Parliament achieve a commission which includes:

1. Broad jurisdiction to investigate criminal
and non-criminal matters, and everyone
– federal politicians and all areas of
government – should be fully subject to
independent scrutiny.
The whole federal public sector, including
politicians, should be held accountable to strong
integrity standards.
We need a national integrity commission with
comprehensive scope, including a retrospective
mandate, to investigate any conduct that
undermines confidence in the integrity of public
decision-making, whether it be criminal conduct or
not.
2. New, best practice Royal Commission
powers to conduct investigations, ensure
public hearings are fair, and make reports
leading to action on confirmed corruption.
There is widespread political and public support
for the commission to have Royal Commission
powers, which include open public enquiries. Royal
commissioners also have the discretion to hold
hearings in private when deemed necessary, which
is already the default for state anti-corruption
bodies.
Our research shows that the Commonwealth
has an opportunity to improve on existing state
integrity agency models with independent public
hearings. A federal integrity commission can
ensure people’s reputations are protected by
guaranteeing new and better safeguards for due
process of law and fairness, while still having
public hearing powers.

8

3. Accessibility to everyone, so anyone can
sound the alarm on corruption, backed by
better federal whistleblower protections
across the board.
All over the world, best practice is to enable
anyone within an organisation to disclose
suspicions of corruption directly and confidentially.
We need to make it easier for federal public
servants to blow the whistle on suspected
misconduct and corruption, and upgrade the
legislative protections for whistleblowers.
This means that anybody, including federal
public servants, must be able to directly, and
confidentially, disclose a suspicion of corruption
and misconduct to a national integrity commission
Alongside ensuring the accessibility of the national
integrity commission, Transparency International
Australia will continue to help all parties in
the Parliament achieve their goals of stronger
whistleblower protection more generally (see box
on following page).

AA FAIRER,
FAIRER, MORE
MORE TRANSPARENT
TRANSPARENT AND
AND MORE
MORE TRUSTWORTHY
TRUSTWORTHY SYSTEM
SYSTEM OF
OF GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT

Transparency International Australia’s plan to help whistleblowers
Integrity and accountability rely on the ability of citizens to speak up when they suspect or witness
wrongdoing - especially the federal officials, employees and contractors who actually know what’s
going on within organisations.
Together with freedom of the media to report on what society needs to know, public interest
whistleblowing remains the most important trigger for the integrity mechanisms that keep
institutions healthy, thriving and ethical.
Enforce consistent, world-leading whistleblower protections
•

Law reform to ensure public interest whistleblowers (private and public) have effective access to
remedies for any detriment suffered

•

Consistent best practice thresholds across sectors for onuses of proof, public interest costs
indemnities, exemplary damages and civil penalties

•

A reward and legal support scheme based on returning a proportion of the financial benefits of
disclosures directly to whistleblower welfare

•

A whistleblower protection authority to assist reporters, investigative agencies and regulators
with advice, case support, enforcement action and remedies for detrimental conduct

Read the full details in our report, The Blueprint for Action.18
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2
STRENGTHEN OUR LAWS TO
STOP THE FLOW OF DIRTY
MONEY
We can fast-track key measures to
stop international flows of dirty money

Australia can stop the flow of dirty money by
closing the loopholes in our anti-money laundering
laws to stop criminals prospering through our
property market and luxury goods retailers.
With greater transparency and oversight, we can
stop criminals and corrupt officials using shell
companies and nominee directors to hide their
crime, corruption and misconduct.

Crown Casino, money laundering
misdeeds
On 26 October 2021 the Victorian Royal
Commission into Crown Casino in
Melbourne recommended that the Casino
Operator be allowed to keep its licence –
albeit under a two-year grace period during
which a special manager should ‘oversee
the affairs of the casino operator including
the casino operations’.
To put that in perspective, a bank that
fails to submit reports that might relate
to money laundering is fined somewhere
between $700 million and $1.3 billion.
A casino that actually commits money
laundering is given a nanny for two years.
- John Chevis, Senior Adviser to
Transparency International Australia21
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1. We need to strengthen our laws against
money laundering

3. We need to strengthen our foreign bribery
law

We need to widen the scope of our Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
(AML/CTF) Laws so that real estate agents,
lawyers and accounts are required to conduct
due diligence and report suspicious financial
transactions.

Bribes and benefits are given with the intention
of improperly influencing a foreign public official
– either directly or via an intermediary. We need
action to strengthen our foreign bribery law to
stop Australians bribing foreign officials.

We need to include luxury goods retailers within
the scope of reforms to the AML/CTF laws. This will
help ensure dirty money is not laundered through
the purchase and sale of yachts, luxury cars,
watches, jewellery and designer label apparel.
The Australian Federal Police needs to be properly
resourced to enable them to step up the seizure
of luxury goods purchased with the proceeds of
crime and corruption and intended as dirty money
‘stash pads’.
2. We need greater beneficial ownership
transparency and disclosure
We welcome the recent changes to the ASIC
corporate register, which means individuals will
be able to conduct a free search on companies
in its register.19 This is an important step towards
greater corporate transparency and enables
people to conduct more thorough due diligence.
Yet our corporate registry system needs major
improvements. Those in charge of the registry
must verify the information received and conduct
thorough due diligence checks so we can better
detect corrupt, criminal and politically connected
individuals establishing themselves in Australia or
using sham companies and nominees to disguise
their identity. This will help expose conflicts of
interest and potential corruption, and support
sanctions.
•

Our corporate registry system must compel
greater transparency over who benefits
from a company’s dealings; and

•

It needs to verify the information on the
register and conduct proper due diligence
checks into the integrity, character and track
record of directors and entities and their
operations in both Australia and abroad.

Australia is lagging behind countries such as
the United Kingdom and the United States with
regards to our foreign bribery laws. The proposed
amendments to Australia’s Combatting Corporate
Crime Bill (Crimes Legislation Amendment Bill 2019)
lapsed with the calling of the 2022 election. We
have waited long enough.20 As a minimum these
amendments must be enacted without further
delay to strengthen the Australian Government’s
capacity to tackle foreign bribery, and give muchneeded clarity to companies.
To raise the bar, any new bill will need to :
•

Include a new foreign bribery offence, to
ensure company directors will be liable if they
fail to put in place adequate procedures to
prevent bribery of foreign officials by their
staff, contractors, agents and others.

•

Broaden the definition of who is considered a
foreign official

•

Remove any reference to facilitation payments
as an allowable defence for foreign bribery

•

Ensure any Deferred Prosecution Agreement
(DPA) scheme requires companies to admit
liability to be eligible for a negotiated DPA.
The DPA scheme must ensure transparency
and disclosure of the companies involved, the
negotiated terms of the agreement and the
steps they are taking and the progress they
are making to fix their anti-bribery processes.

The Australian Federal Police needs to be properly
resourced to prevent and detect foreign bribery
and step up enforcement.
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3
ENSURE OPEN,
TRUSTWORTHY AND FAIR
POLITICAL
DECISION-MAKING
We need to ensure political decisions always
put the public’s best interest first. A lack of
transparency and accountability means there is a
high risk that undue influence by well-connected
individuals and special interest groups is corroding
our political decision-making.
To close the loopholes that risk enabling
corruption, we need greater transparency
over who is trying to influence our elected
representatives.
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We need
A robust and enforceable code of conduct
for all parliamentarians so they act with
the highest integrity and follow the rules. We
welcome the process underway in response
to the Jenkins review, but demand the reform
agenda be broader to ensure the highest
integrity for workplace behaviour and public
decision-making

•

•

•

A longer cooling-off period for post
parliamentary employment to reduce the
risks of revolving doors, undue influence and
conflicts of interest

•

Caps and real-time disclosure of political
donations, funding and expenditure, so we
can ensure our democracy serves the people,
not those who pay to play

Better oversight and registration for all
professional lobbyists (including in-house
lobbyists and industry associations), so we can
see who is trying to influence public decisions,
when and why

Framework for a Fair Democracy
Transparency International Australia is part
of a national movement calling for public
integrity reforms. We endorse the Australian
Democracy Network’s Framework for a Fair
Democracy.22
1. Stamp out corruption
•

Create a strong federal integrity
commission

•

Strengthen the institutions that keep the
federal government in check

•

Introduce an enforceable code of conduct
for politicians

•

Introduce a merit-based process for
appointing government advisors

3. Level the playing field in election
debates
•

Stop corporations from spending millions
on campaigning against regulation

•

Introduce standards of honesty in
election campaigns

•

Limit political party spending on election
ads

2. End cash for access
•

Make lobbying transparent

•

Stop ministers moving into industry jobs

•

Ban corrupting political donations

•

Shine a light on secret donations

13
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CONCLUSION

Members of the 47th Parliament have an
important opportunity to enact critical reforms
to strengthen the integrity of Australian politics,
and to close some glaring loopholes that enable
corruption.
It is an opportunity to reverse Australia’s declining
score on Transparency International’s Corruption
Perceptions Index, and restore the Australian
people’s trust and confidence in government.
With these targeted reforms, this federal
parliament can build a fairer, more open, and
more accountable system of government; and
stop criminals prospering from the proceeds of
crime and corruption.
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For more information, please reach out to us at
Transparency International Australia. All around
the world, we work with all sides of politics to
achieve worthwhile integrity reforms, and have
many resources providing detailed solutions on all
the issues highlighted in this document.
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KEY RESOURCES

•

For more information on beneficial
ownership transparency and disclosure, see
our position paper on the corporate register
[https://transparency.org.au/position-paper-astronger-corporate-registry/]

•

Our briefing paper, ‘A Fit for Purpose National
Integrity Commission’, lists six key criteria
for an effective National Integrity Commission
[https://transparency.org.au/a-fit-for-purposenational-integrity-commission/]

•

For more information on money laundering,
see our position paper [https://transparency.
org.au/position-paper-anti-money-laundering/]

•

•

Our Australian Research Council-funded
report, ‘Australia’s National Integrity
System: The Blueprint for Action’, provides
detailed analysis and recommendations
regarding the design of a national integrity
commission, as well as strengthened
whistleblower protections, and greater
oversight over political donations, lobbying
and parliamentary standards [https://
transparency.org.au/australias-nationalintegrity-system/]

Transparency International Australia
endorses the Australian Democracy Network’s
‘Framework for a Fair Democracy’, which
covers key public integrity issues [https://
www.ourdemocracy.com.au/the-framework/]
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